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AAMGA Emerging Issues and Trend  
 
Big Data & Analytics 

 
 

 

Trend:   

Wholesalers are sitting on large amounts of data and need the ability to fully analyze it and act 

upon it. However, technological solutions are either out of reach of the wholesaler, aren’t able 

to interact with legacy systems, or do not provide the features that wholesalers need. 

 
Implications:  
 

 The amount of data being collected daily is increasing at a daily rate. 2.5 quintillion bytes 
of data are created each day, that’s 2.5x1018 . Additionally, it’s estimated that 90% of all 
the data in the world has been created in the past two years. From sensors to social 
media, digital pictures, video, posts to blogs, tweets, online searches, cell phone usage, 
and purchase transaction history, the amounts and volume of data being collected is 
astonishing. 
 

 The number of data sources, both public and private, continues to grow. While previously 
organizations were under the impression they had to collect and maintain all their data, 
this is no longer the case with increased capabilities to obtain data from other sources. 
 

 Data collection started as the result of business processing (tasks) being completed. Add 
in the human activities of email, texting and social media with the machine generated data 
from sensors, video, and biometrics, and the result is data is now very unstructured in 
various formats, and the ability to tie these data points together becomes more and more 
complex, requiring the advanced use of tools. 
 

 The ability to aggregate data requires a level of skillset not found in many organizations. 
Training some of the current workforce is a much better option that to hire outside experts 
as these associates already know your business. Once these employees are trained, 
retaining them is the next challenge. The formation of big data teams is encouraged, with 
augmentation from external resources in order to take full advantage of the talent 
assembled. 

 

 Due to the size of the MGA, this will place budget constraints on their ability to hire/train 
personnel, make the technology investments, or to buy the services from contract firms. 
Buying analysis and data collection/correlation services may be their only option at being 
able to afford big data projects. 
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 Having data and analyzing data are two distinct efforts, each requiring their own dedicated 
energies. Data in and of itself, offers limited value. Analysis is required to mine actionable 
information from the data, and that must be followed by effective decision making. 
 

 The technology foundation most business have in place today is based on relational 
databases, However, do to the increasing amount of unstructured data, these technology 
investments will not support delivering the goals of big data. Legacy technology issues 
must be addressed as a part of the overall implementation. 
 

 Data variety and diversity, in particular, are pushing the traditional, relational database 
management technologies to their limits, and are raising more and more interest in new 
approaches to data management. 
 

 Getting involved with big data initiatives involves a certain level of risk. There are data 
security, data privacy, costs, dealing with bad data, and bad analytics that must all 
addressed. While business leaders are encouraged to take risk to expand their 
businesses, many insurance professionals are risk adverse, or take a very conservative 
approach when it comes to taking risk, especially risks involving technology. 
 

 Big Data is emerging as a corporate standard, and the focus is rapidly shifting to the 
results it produces and the business capabilities it enables. For those who make the 
decision not to invest, they risk losing market share to the competition. 
 

 Underwriters are studying loss and fraud propensity of existing accounts in order to 
provide data to help better price risks, especially in the property casualty insurance 
business. This helps in minimizing risks and, to a large extent, price the risk appropriately. 

 
 The vast majority of the challenges companies struggle with as they operationalize Big 

Data are related to people, not technology. Issues like organizational alignment, business 
process and adoption, and change management must be recognized and responded to. 
Companies must take the long view and recognize that businesses cannot successfully 
adopt Big Data without cultural change. 
 

 Big Data will play a key role going forward as those responsible for underwriting and 
reviewing risks will rely more on the data external to their organizations to help them 
classify and access risk. 
 

 Wearable technology & telematics will play a critical role as a data provider in the 
underwriting and risk classification process.  
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 Big Data will continue to advance statistical modeling, and along with parallel computing 
power, those underwriting and bearing risks will have an advantage over the competition 
in selecting the risks they want and those that have favorable loss experiences. 
 

 Big Data analytics continues to play a key role in preventing insurance fraud through the 
use of mining social media data. 
 

 Today there’s a tremendous number of small insurers. They’re not going to be able to 
afford the technology and capabilities to actually be competitive. They’re going to 
adversely select bad risk and they’re going to have issues, and this is happening today. 
 

 Big data is foundational to allowing the various systems and sources of data to come 
together. Without such a platform connecting the various data sources is not possible, 
therefore, opportunities are lost and the most profitable transactions will be handled by 
another market.   
 

 
 

 Organizations actually process only about 10 to 15 percent of the available data, almost 
all of it in structured form.    

 
 
Opportunities:  
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 Big data in the underwriting process will be paramount to ensuring profitable business is 
written and is properly classified. Managing the collection of data, integrated at the correct 
step(s) during the underwriting process, and utilizing the data to drive innovation during 
the underwriting process will be a differentiator.  
 

 The use of sales process analytics will show executives and owners more about 
underwriter performance, underwriting performance compliance, profitability, diversity of 
their book, and production numbers.  
 

 Increasing the quality of sales leads, improving the quality of sales lead data, improving 
prospecting list accuracy, territory planning, win rates and decision maker engagement 
strategies are all areas where big data is making a contribution to sales today. 
 

 How prices are defined, managed, propagated through selling and optimized is an area 
seeing rapid gains.  
 

 Insurance CMO’s are moving away from capital-intensive television and internet 
promotions to introduce new products and services, and target customers in specific 
regions. They are now utilizing social media as a cost-efficient and effective alternative, 
innovatively changing the business model. Insurers can experiment with this approach 
for different customer segments, and then upgrade their strategies to a national level. 
With more and more customers looking towards social media, wholesalers must also 
focus marketing efforts in this area to attract the future insurance consumer and agent. 
 

 Combining direct customer connections (email, call center, agent, portal, faxes, adjustor 
reports, etc.) with indirect customer connects such as social media, blogs, log files and 
so on, provides a more holistic, 360 degree view of each customer. 
 

 Attaining price optimization for a given product or service is becoming more possible 
thanks to advances in big data algorithms and advanced analytics techniques.  
 

 Streamlining routine pricing decisions in commodity-driven industries where products are 
inelastic is happening today. 
 

 It’s hard to underestimate the value of getting the right price. On average, a 1 percent price 
increase translates into an 8.7% increase in operating profits (assuming no loss of volume). 
Yet it is estimated that up to 30% of the thousands of pricing decisions companies make every 
year fail to deliver the best price. That’s a lot of lost revenue. And it’s particularly troubling 
considering that the flood of data now available provides companies with an opportunity to 
make significantly better pricing decisions. 
 

 Setting the best prices is not a data challenge (companies generally already sit on a large 
amount of data); it’s an analysis challenge. Data must be turned into actionable information.  
 

 Big data’s role in marketing is key to customer interactions as customer insights provide sales 
opportunities, and also allow for more thorough risk analysis and underwriting, both of which 
are foundational to providing the right coverage at the right price. 
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 While primarily focused on the customer, advanced analytics plays a key role in 
increasing operational efficiencies within organizations. 
 

 
 

 Big Data’s ability to transform companies and entire industries gives CEO’s actionable 
intelligence to boot revenue in the following ways: 

o Identifying new customers, either in new or adjacent markets 
o Spotting additional revenue opportunities from existing customers 
o Identifying new product/service opportunities 
o Improving customer service and support 
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o Reducing time to market 
o Implementation of better pricing models 

 

 Big Data and the use of advanced analytics is still in its infancy with the insurance 
industry. As shown in the graph below, those using Big Data and analytics report just a 
slight competitive advantage of their peers. However, this gap is expected to increase as 
more companies make more investments in the use of advanced analytics. 
 
 

 
 

 With wholesalers being closer to the risk and playing a key role in sourcing data to 
insurance carriers, their role in helping prevent claims fraud is only increasing. 

 
o Chief claims officers (CCOs) are adopting a multi-channel approach to fraud 

detection by looking at structured data in their claims and policy data warehouses, 
and combining it with textual data in adjustor notes, police reports, and social 
media. Special Investigative Units (SIUs) are very interested in identifying 
suspicious claims or claims that have subrogation or litigation potential. Text 
Analytics and Natural Language Processing (NLP) capabilities are enabling 
innovative solutions in claims fraud detection, in addition to automated business 
rules, predictive analytics, social media analytics, and link analysis techniques. 

 
o Social media, a key provider of data to Big Data, continues to play a key role in the 

identification or work comp fraud. For 2013-2014, California’s workers’ 
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compensation fraud division identified 5,729 suspected fraud cases, made 255 
arrests and referred 248 cases for prosecution during the 2013-2014 fiscal year. 
Potential losses that year alone amounted to $242,669,008. 

 

 Creating actionable insights from Big Data. 

 
 

 The cost of acquiring, storing, and backing-up data has dropped significantly, and the costs 
continue to drop, making Big Data efforts even more affordable. 
 

 The use of Big Data has the potential to smooth out market cycles by allowing for better 
predicting and supporting better analysis, both of which have impacts on the overall use of 
resources and capital. 
 

 
 

Threats:  
 

 The delay in making the decision to launch a Big Data Analytics project is critical. While 
many of the larger MGA’s have already launched a Big Data initiative, a significant 
number of the smaller ones have not. Thus, this delay is putting their business model at 
further risk. Due to not having a skilled internal team to properly evaluate the project, for 
many, specifically the smaller wholesalers, they continue to sit on the sidelines. 
 

 The financial requirements to establish and maintain Big Data and Analytics is significant. 
Many of the smaller wholesaler operations will not be able to afford such expenditures, 
thus this will place them at a competitive disadvantage, and may even result in them being 
adversely selected against. 

 

 The availability of resources in the MGA’s local area to lead, and run such Big Data 
projects will continue to be challenging. Many of the smaller family-owned MGA’s are 
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located smaller communities where the highly skilled and technical talent is not readily 
available.  
 

 Without uncovering and acting on the opportunities Big Data presents, many companies are 
leaving millions of dollars of profit on the table. The secret to increasing profit margins is to 
harness Big Data to find the best price at the product—not category—level. 
 

 As the amount of data being analyzed and collected continues to grow, the number of data 
elements that require a higher level of data security continues to grow as well. As a result, the 
use of advanced data protection technologies creates an additional burden on those with Big 
Data solutions, both in terms of costs to secure and with the talent that will handle data security 
for companies.  
 

 Many marketers end up burying their heads in the sand as they develop prices based on 
simplistic factors, such as the cost to produce the product, standard margins, prices for similar 
products, volume discounts, etc. Managers fall back on old practices to manage their products 
as they always have or cite “market prices” as an excuse for not attacking specific issues. 
Worst case, they rely on “tried and tested” historical methods, such as a universal 10 percent 
price hike on everything. The key to better pricing is understanding fully the (big) data now at 
a company’s disposal. 
 

 Improper, incomplete, or incorrect analysis can result in decisions made that could put 
significant pressures on companies’ ability to survive such an error. In addition, too 
granular of analysis will result in increased expense loads and in some cases, the 
actionable information has arrived too late in the sales/underwriting/decision making 
process. This detailed analysis also runs the risk no not delivering the result or that it 
delivers the same result and a simpler and less complex model. 
 

 With increasing data points for each risk, principal of insurance being the law of large 
numbers will be challenged as wholesalers and carriers rush to identify and select the 
best risks, leaving less desirable risks behind, which puts pressure on those writing those 
risks to find markets and to remain profitable.  
 

 The regulatory environment will continue to apply pressure to those holding data. What 
is defined as private will continue to evolve and the compliance to this regulation will drive 
up costs and complexities in systems as they are build and maintained. 
 

 The increasing use of data allows greater analysis, therefore, the more data point there 
are for each risk, the more technology can compartmentalize these, pushing more lines 
of business into a commoditization model. When the product becomes a commoditization 
the key differentiator becomes price, with coverage and other factors like claims handling 
becoming secondary. 
 

 Legacy data and systems, especially with the larger organizations, create issues, costs, 
complexities, and other issues that will impact Bid Data initiatives. Furthermore, M&A 
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activity where a firm acquires another firm that is not as technologically advanced also 
creates legacy data issues, and the conversion/updating of this data into a modern 
system and infrastructure will require significant resources. 

 
 
 
 
Summary of Research  
 
Big Data and advanced analytics continues to be one of those technologies that many people 
find hard to understand. As a result, they are not positioned well to get started on such projects. 
The use of analytics has been a part of the insurance business for many years, however, the 
number of data points that feed analysis is what is changing, and this change is happening 
quickly. 
 
The tools available to help companies with data analysis continues to grow and the resulting 
price(s) for these tools continues to come down as well which make the project more affordable 
to more companies. The ability to implement the tools is much easier, and with cloud computing 
platforms these solutions can be spun up and expanded with minimal investments from business 
user. 
 
Big Data, while starting stronger in retail and other industries, is trickling its way into the 
insurance sector. As the graphs show, those using Big Data and those who are not is pretty 
small, but that is changing, and it’s changing quickly. As more and more data is being made 
available, the competitive pressures being applied and the needs to stay profitable are 
demanding companies spend more and invest in those technologies which not only protect 
revenue streams, but also position the company to grow profitable. 
 
For each underwriting risk there is a fair price, and determining the optimal price is becoming 
more of a science. The more data points that can be known the better a risk can be reviewed 
and priced. On the personal lines side with telematics the ability to obtain the proper price is 
based on additional data points, and this methodology is expanding into commercial and other 
lines of insurance.  
 
Determining how to link Big Data elements and transform this data into information will continue 
to be a challenge, and those who are the early adopters will gain the competitive advantage. Big 
Data and the use of advanced analytics, whether performed by the company of for the company, 
while an individual decision, is one that must be carefully thought through. While it may seem 
challenging to get started, starting with a small proof-of-concept (POC) then expanding into a 
broader scope makes the most sense and will afford all organizations, regardless of size, to 
experience the efforts and to get a better understanding of both the costs and benefits of Big 
Data and the use of advanced analytics.  
 
The technology platforms in use today won’t support most of what will be needed in the years to 
come, but that doesn’t mean they don’t play an important role building the foundation for Big 
Data. The use of structured and unstructured data, along with operational data points, will be the 
driver that enables businesses to use all of data in the optimal manner. Correlating data points 
is clearly an art (as opposed to a science) at this point, but as more and more models are built, 
these will help businesses develop both predictive and operational business models.  
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Detailed Research – Sources used to develop this trend analysis. 
 
How much data is being created daily? 
 
The number of free data sources 
 
US Govt to make public data available to everyone 
 
Three transformations of data – Business Process, Human, and Machine 
 
Data scientists needed to help analyze data 
 
Big Data’s Big Problem – Little Talent 
 
Outsourcing Big Data Analysis – Splunk 
 
Data collection vs data analysis – What’s the difference? 
 
Turning data info information, and then taking actions 
 
Traditional database technology doesn’t support big data efforts 
 
Five biggest risks of Big Data 
 
Big Data transforming existing industries 
 
Just using Big Data isn’t enough 
 
How Big Data is changing insurance 
 
How Big Data Analytics is Shaking up the Insurance Business 
 
ACORD – Big Data 
 
Big Data in Underwriting – Unlocking the Potential 
 

Ten ways Big Data is Revolutionizing Marketing and Sales 
 

Using Big Data to make better pricing decisions 
 
Benefits of Surveillance, Social Media in Workers’ Comp Claims Investigations 

 

A Dozen Ways Insurers Can Leverage Big Data for Business 

 

https://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/bigdata/what-is-big-data.html
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/02/12/big-data-35-brilliant-and-free-data-sources-for-2016/#3f00d4836796
https://www.data.gov/
http://www.networkcomputing.com/storage/three-transformations-it/931669565
http://intetics.com/blog/big-data-perfect-data-scientist/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702304723304577365700368073674
http://www.splunk.com/
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/evaluate/evaluate-community-interventions/collect-analyze-data/main
https://www.allbusiness.com/transform-data-real-information-drives-decision-making-16096-1.html
http://marketrealist.com/2014/07/traditional-database-systems-fail-support-big-data/
http://data-informed.com/the-5-biggest-risks-of-big-data/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/peterpham/2015/08/28/the-impacts-of-big-data-that-you-may-not-have-heard-of/#282f4f0c957d
https://hbr.org/2016/02/just-using-big-data-isnt-enough-anymore
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2015/12/16/how-big-data-is-changing-the-insurance-industry-forever/#48294241435e
http://www.datanami.com/2016/01/05/how-big-data-analytics-is-shaking-up-the-insurance-business/
http://www.marklogic.com/resources/making-sense-of-big-data-in-insurance/resource_download/whitepapers/
http://www.insurancetech.com/data-and-analytics/unlocking-the-potential-of-big-data-for-underwriting/a/d-id/1314966?
http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2016/05/09/ten-ways-big-data-is-revolutionizing-marketing-and-sales/#561004dd115e
http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/using-big-data-to-make-better-pricing-decisions
http://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2016/03/24/269647.htm
http://www.tcs.com/SiteCollectionDocuments/White%20Papers/Insurance-Whitepaper-Business-Value-Big-Data-Insurers-0613-2.pdf
http://www.tcs.com/SiteCollectionDocuments/White%20Papers/Insurance-Whitepaper-Business-Value-Big-Data-Insurers-0613-2.pdf

